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$oCkimlianc Division 

By: John Re Sears, Compliance Division Date: November 23, 1960 
New York Operations Office 

Title: WESTINGHOUSE TEST REACTOR 

The Westinghouse Test Reactor was visited on October 26 and 27, 1960. The 

2visit included a visual inspection of the reactor and the auxiliary equip
A! - mentp including the evaporation plant for disposal of the radioactive 
; ' water which had resulted from the ruptured fuel incident. An initfal 

approach to criticality with 32 fuel elements In the core was witnessed, 
but the reactor did not go critical. Health physics records, operating 
logs, records of a containment testg records of Westinghouse fuel 
inspection and minutes of the Safeguards Cowzaittee meetings were examined.  
Discussions were held with members of the staff on training, on instrument 
maintenance, on fuel inspection, and general operational problems.  

DETAIL 

I. Scope of Visit 

A visit was made on October 26 and 27, 1960, to the site of the 
Westinghouse Test Reactor at Waltz Hill, Pennsylvania. The inspection 
included a visual inspection of the reactor, the auxiliary equipment, and 
the evaporation plant. Records of fuel inspection were examined.  
Operating logs, health physics records, Safeguards Committee meeting 
minutes, were reviewed. Discussions were held with members of the WTR 

. 1 staff. The following people were contacted during the visit: 

H. Schultz, Westinghouse Test Reactor Manager, 
A. Pressesky, Scientific Support Section Manager, 
R. Rice, Technical Operations Manager, 
George Geisler, Planning and Coordination Manager, 
Robert Catlin, Health Physics Manager, 
Don Collins, Health Physicist, 

and other members of the staff.  

(continued) 
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nI. Result$ of Visit -2

A..T" asju 

Mr. Roger Rice has been responsible for seeing that good aocceptabl 
fuel elements are received from their fabricators, the Nakepeace. Division of 
ftgeihard Indus tries at Attleboro, Massachusetts.* Mr. Rice said that 
angeihard had quite a bit of trouble in producing elements that were finally 
acceptable. As of the date of inspection, a total of some 37 elements had 
been Inspected and received at Waltz Kill fro Engelhard. The Inspector 
examined the results of all of the quality control tests on these elements.  
It was the opinion of the Inspector that Westinghouse has done a very 

~ .
1
jthorough job of self-inspection to ensure that these are good fuel 

elements. Mr. Rice said that Westinghouse has had constant resident 
inspectors at the fabricator's plant. They have had as many as 15 men, 
including their own Health Physicists,, at Engelhard, according to Mr. Rice.  
Rice said that the secret of success of getting good elements seems to be 
very strict quality control, and it was his opinion that at the beginning 
of this job, Engelhard did not have -this' strict quality contkol.0 There 
seemed to be no repeat ability in succeeding plate forming operations. One 
shift would make acceptable plates and the succeeding shift would not, 
although seemingly the same process had been employed. At Westinghouse's 
insistence, a very strict quality control program was Initiated. This was 
followed by a very strict inspection, and this program finally resulted in 
acceptable plates.  

The inspector reviewed inspection reports on chemistry samples 
taken of fuel cores before rolling. The Westinghouse specs said that the 
total uranium could be from 12k% to IAZ, with .4% maximum spread in one 
element. Two plugs were taken in each core for chemical analysis. A 
typical reading would be total uranium 89.41 gras total U-~235 weight 
83.4 grams. Measurements were also taken on the core dimensions. The 
specifications gave a tolerance on thickness of pius or minus .001", on 
width a tolerance of plus .O000" minus .003", and on length a tolerance of 
plus or minus .002".  

Records of fuel plates, before bending, were examined. The inspection 
records indicated a space for signoff on blister test, and on fluoroscope 
test for core length, width and camber. Camber is defined as the orientation 
of the core meat within the plate. If the core should be slightly askew, 
this would mean that the clad width on one side might be undersized. The 
fuel plate thickness, which was specified to have a tolerance of .12211 to 
.125"1, was checked in six places. The-width was checked in two places.  
All plates were X-rayed. The X-ray reports had a space for edge dimension 
(1/16"1 minimumi), reports on inclusions, and on homogeneity.  

The inspector also reviewed the reports on finished fuel tubes.  
These reports had a space for brazed conditions, for dents, scratches, and 
braze runover; a space for length with a tolerance of plus or minus .010";
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'4 -- " p*.i .002%, a spac f"-f 0" s "' 3" mn•s 
.001"; a space for concentricity of .005" rmout uazm;and imother spe 

".for air scratches, gouge., nicks or dents. Tube mIastr.~sn"46ee 4lso taken 
by X-ray of the length of aluminum, the core thickmess, the gap between the 

A final inspection report of some 23 completed elements was ex-_ 
amined. This final report had space for the total loading in the element.  
A typical number was 200.5 grams. There were spaces on these reports for 
length, O.D., seam locations in the three tubes relative to each other,.  
recessed pins OK?, another space for visible inspection for scratches, 
dents, braze conditions, cleanliness, and final signoff by the Material, 
Review Board* This Board included Ungelhard's responsible engineer, 
Engelhard's quality control man, and the customer representatives, that is, 
the responsible Westinghouse inspection engineer.  

.-Every fuel tube was ultrasonically ex.mined_.Thcý Inspector was 
shown ultrasonic traces of some 15 tubes which had been rejected. The 
ultrasonic test shoved up any voids in the tube. Voids would sometimes, 
occur because of poor bonding between the clad and the meat. Sometimes, 
this poor bonding would occur at the edge of the core meat; at other times 
in the upper corner of the core meat. One bonding defect was found to be 
a void within the meat itself. Whenever a defect shoved up on the ultra
sonic test, these defects were sectioned and photo micrographs were taken 
of the section. These photos were also shown to the inspector.  

Schultz stated that he felt that as a result of the strict type of 
quality control and inspection that Westinghouse had employed in obtaining 
elements, the price of the elements would probably go up by a factor of 3.  
He said that their fabricator has stated that he has lost a large sum of.  
money in furnishing these elements and wants to terminate this contract., 
Schultz said that if this does occur, or even whether or not it does, he..  
will get more elements from Westinghouse Atomic Fuel Department at Cheswick, 
Pennsylvania. The inspector was shown results of fuel fabrication at 
Westinghouse ArD. -As of iO/26/60, the following was noted.

Ingots Melted - 69 

Fillers, machined 
Packets, assembled 
Plates, rolled 
Plates, annealed 
Tubes, formed 
Tubes, brazed 
Tubes, final-sized

Tube A 

104 
91 
86 
65 
15 
15 
14

Tube B 

115 
105 
101 

73 
16 

8 
0

Tube C 

61 
47 
45 
25 

0 
0 
0

(continued)
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1. &Ugeta Of Visit (continued) -4

. The minutes of some 7 Safeguard Committ•.e eeti.s smice the fuel 
rupture incident were examined. According to the minutes of the mietinp 
soms'of the items that they had taken up were (1) the ilop procedures, 
(2) a proposed experiment in which 4admin tubes would be put into the 
reactor in an attempt to get a longer fuel burnup and to'run with the 
iodi further out of the reactor, and (3) the Safeguard Committee had' 
alio completely reviewed the fuel rupture incident. Dr. Pressesky said 
that operating procedures for the loopoare written by the Loop Group 

under Don Skorholt * and that these procedures are then reviewed by 
Technical Operations and by the Safeguard Committee.  

Pressesky said that a special fuel loading procedure and a 
special startup procedure had been written for the initial loading end 
startup after the-long shutdown. He said that one of the difficulties 
wa. that the sou-re had decayed considerably. The source includezs:...  
antimony-beryllium, but he felt thatbqcause of the long shu•g, " 

this was contributing very little to,.the background, possilby only 
one-tenth of the complete background. The original polonium-beryllium 
source was 50 curies. By now, this has decayed by approximately 34 
half lives or a factor of 8. The original counts on the source range 
channels from BF3 counters had given 120 counts per minute on channels 
A and B during a shutdown, but now, there was a barely perceptible 
indication on these channels because of the source decay. Consequently, 
a special procedure was written for this startup. A special ]F3 chamber 
was put inside the core within one of.the high pressure thimbles. The 
Safeguard Committee insisted on consulting the two outside members of 
the Safeguard Committee on the startup procedure. Dr. Pressesky said 
that he contacted Drs. Murray and Clark for their approval on the pro
posed procedure, and both these people agreed by telephone that the 
proposed procedure was safe.  

Dr. Schultz later described the cadmium tube experiment furthker.  
Approximately 12 cadmium tubes are presently being fabricated by NUMC..  
These tubes will be made of aluminum and will be plated with approximately 
1 mil of cadmium. An aluminum sleeve will then be forged over the cadmium.  
This will ensure that the cadmium does not plate off and get into the 
primary coolant. The hope is that with these tubes placed symetrically in 
the reactor, the control rods will be completely out of the reactor as soon 
as equilibrium xenon is reached. The cadmium in the tubes will burn out 
over a period of the operating fuel cycle, and it is hoped that the reactor 
will run as a full core with the rods fully out over the whole cycle.  
Dr. Schultz also hopes by these means to extend the length of a cycle.  
However, the initial advantage would be that one operates with a full core 
and this should help the heat transfer problem at 60 megawatts by giving 
more heat transfer surface.

(continued)
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C. Iltth n•das.  

Nr. Catlin said that as a result of the fuel rupture 1i1ncent, 
hehalth physics organization has been streagthened. The..•Sani-.  

tion now includes 24 people. Three people are assigned to the evapora-.  
tion plant. The ceiling for the organization Is 27 people. A.safety 
engineer is also to be in this group.  

Records of personnel exposures during the. ihutdom were 
examined by. the inspector. Nr. Collins stated that the cumulative 
average exposure for the am actually doing the work during the shut
down was between 800 and 900 uilliroeatgens. The.'records show that 
so a,. for example, -shift suýervisors, got more than this amount 
d shutdoviwnd 2 roentgens from April to dseh~utdowneeive 
June•received 1.4 roentgens from April to the end of 

June.  

Mt. Collins stated that the new head tank vent valve had been 

checked out by means of a source being placed next to the Kanne chamber 
and this actuated the valve action.  

Collins-also stated that the location of the sampling lines for 
- .the fission product monitor have been changed, and the response time of 

the monitor has now been calculated to be approximately 1/2 minute from 
the time activity leaves the core till it is indicated on :the monitor.  
He said this has not been corroborated by experiments. Collins said that 
the Keanne chamber has not been calibrated by means of a gas. The calibra
tion of the Kanne chamber has been done by means of a computed response.  
This is used as a calibration for tritium and arson at Savannah River. The 
reference is document DPSPU 55-11-7 of December, 1954, entitled "Response 
of Cylindrical Ionization Chamber! To Gaseous Beta Emitters." 

Mr. Dave Hosler is in charge of the evaporation plant. Mr. Hosler 
stated that the plant so far has only been test run and approximately 600 
gallons have been put through the evaporator. He said that the water from 
one of the 20,000 gallon holdup tanks would go first through a filter press 
q'd then through the evaporator. It would be sampled before and after the 

filter press and also after the evaporator. From the evaporator it die

"charges into a holdup tank and then from this tank it is finally discharged 
into a stream where it can be diluted with other raw water before finally 
discharging over a weir and off the WTR site. During the toet run, 
Mr. Hosler said that the activity of the water into the evaporator was 

" approximately 5 x 10-5 uc/ml and approximately 1 x 10-7 uc/ml on the dis
charqe side. He said that the paper in the filter press is presently 
planned to be changed weekly. He said that this paper would 'be expected 

to read approximately 25 mr/hr. This filter paper and mud from the trough 
under the filter press, and also the bottoms from the evaporator would be

(continued)



1. Results of Visit (continued) .6

4, 1placed Into barrels asd disposed of ts solid waete.' 

Mr. Rosier said that some of the water in the holdup storage 
tank has decayed sufficiently 30 that it can be discharged directly 

by being diluted with raw water. Typical results of two such rune are 
included as Appendices A and B to this report. Rosier said that so far 

some 40,000 gallons of contaminated water have thus been discharged.  
Hosler said that the State of Pennsylvania had relaxed somewhat in their 

restrictions for discharging contaminated water. He said that if it can 

be proved by analysis that the water does not contain certain specific 

isotopes, for example strontium and radium, then the limits for discharge 
for unidentified emitters would be 10-7 uc/cc, the same as Federal limits.  

Mr. Catlin later stated that there would be no vent to the atmos

phere from the condenser in this evaporation plant, and that instead, the 

vent would go into another holdup tank which itself does have an atmospheric 

vent. However, this atmospheric vent is equipped with a temperature sensor 

which actuates an alarm and turns on a spray head. He said that the only 

time when any radioactive vapors might be going up this vent would be if 
the water in this final surge tank were to be lowered too far. In such a 
case, this spray in the vent line would go on, the tmpaerature sensor would 
see this and would give an alarm, and the operator could then shut off the 
evaporator, and the whole process would stop.  

It was noted during the tour of the reactor that there was on the 

reactor top a constant air monitor of MC manufacture. Mr. Collins stated 

that this was not a moving filter paper monitor. It has a filter paper which 

must be replaced manually. He said ti•t this monitor is not a gaseous 
detector. He continued that they are contemplating the purchase of mobile 

gaseous detectors to be used to monitor loop operations.  

-q... . Collins also showed the inzp•ector a hazards su mmry report for 

a byproducts material license. The application ia for a broad license 
(from 3 t-T 9,1) wnM :!Or a FsPecial nil -f-nst~qrial license. The inspector 

thumbed through this document. it seemed on a casual inspection to be very 
complete. The info_-•Ation had batn cnmp•lld by Eolmes and Narver. Collins 

.. said that Westinghouse has not trinsmitted this to the AEC for approval as 

yet, and they do not intend to until they find out the results of their 

present discussions with the Commission on their reactor license.  

D. Tour of Facility 

A complete inspection tour of the site was taken by the inspector in 

"the company of Dr. Schultz. On the reactor top the installation of a fuel 

element into the r&mctor was observed. It wýs noted that the fuel elements 

were stored in a special safe geometry rack.

(continued)



•.: II. Reaults of Visit (coutinued) -7

DGUrin the inspectiea: towr, wick am being dome an the amn heat 

exchanger which Westinghou0 Is ns12tailing for 60 inMWntt operat~ion 
Dr. Schultz said that during the winter it ts not expected that 2t 
heat exchanger will be necessary, but it will be necessary in the 
sinsr. Schults said that this heat tzchanger had been tsted out and 
had been noted to vibrate. He thought that the vibration was due to 

the fact that there was sorn 4 feet between tube supports in the ex 

changer. During the inspection, an electronic tube roller was being 
used to roll the tubes internally in an at;tmpt to lock thein 
support plates and baffle plates. Subsequent to the inspection on 
Friday, October 22, Dr. Schultz reported by telephone that they had 
tested out the heat exchanger after the tube rolling, and the exchanger 
"now operates satisfactorily without vibration.  

It was noted during the tour that the extra cOoling towers for 
60 megawatt operation have been installed. Auring the inspection, con

-cdrete-wvd-"eing poured for the basement walls and the footing of the 
new deconutaination facility building; Schultz said that the purpose 
of this building is to afford a place for decontamination of large pieces 
of equipment from the loops and also for handling the spent fuel 1G t 
shipping casks. It was also noted during the tour that the concrete 
pipe from the reactor waste disposal building to the retention basin at: 
the evaporation plant has been replaced with a cast iron pipe. The con
crete pipe had allowed ground water to leak in, ,nd bid been filling the 

retention basins with raw ground water.  

it was noted during the tour that the area on the reactor top 
had been considerably cleaned up. There is a new trough in an annular 
space around the outside of the top of th* reactor vessel. This trough 

is for carrying wires to and from &x riments im-the vemael. These wires 
then travel in conduits across the space between the trough And the 

nozzles to the in-pile thimbles. This plan results in considerably les 
wiring scattered around the pile top area.  

The gas-loop -has been installed up to the reactor top, and it 
was noted. that- the intake and- discharge- vf -Zkdas loop bsvw been capped 
off and the in-pile section has mot as yet been installed. The section 
of the loop from the read-out section to the in-pile section has been 
cast in shielding concrete.  

Schultz stated that on high pressure water 1oo0pO rupture discs 

have been placed in series with the high presaure relief valves because 
the relief valves had been leaking, and that these rupture discs vent to 
the same blowdown tank into which the relief valves discharge. Schultz 
also stated that two thermocouples have been installed in each of the 

low-pressure thimbles, and these thermocouples read out on a 16 point 
recorder which is equipped with alarm&. This is used instead of a flow

(continued)



II. Results of Visit (continued) 4

in uter` to ptwe that there IIS flow to the loops dudag. operatn. urhmore, Schultz said that- these thermocouple readi•ng at. noted onoes an hour 
by a loop operator.  

I. Containment Teest 

In its hazards smeary report, Westinghouse had stated that it would test the vapor container for leak tightness once every two years. On this basis, a test had been scheduled for May, 19610 W"tinghouse decided to take advantage of the prolonged shutdown, and Schultz. said they did-test' 
the containment sphere on October 19, 1960. Re said that a ftull- report of this test would be transmitted to the Commission. The inipector was shown the results of the test. These results state that the test was started at 1830 on 10/19/60 when the building was pumped uprto 2;k psi. The test was completed at 1830 on 10/21/60. The building had leaked a total of 3.74Z .of its volume in twenty-four hours. At 2130 on 10/20, the absolute pressure 
in-the building had decreased from 2,j psi to 1.86 psi. The leak rate in the building was determined from a ._.#!culation using a reference vol , 
inside the building and also from a oalcUlation using the drop in &bsolute pressure inside the building. The records shw that during the teat, the 
temperature was fairly constant at 270 C imilde the building, while .•be outside temperature ranged from 560 F to 3404. A fan was kept rumming .inside the building in order to circulate the air and keep all levels of air inside the building at the same te rature. The calculation for leak 
tightness of the building was said to have taken into account all of the variables including (1) humidity in the building, (2) Change in the canal 
level due to pressure in the building, (3) change in canal levels due to the changing pressure in the building as a r'sult of building leakage , and 
(4) change in humidity due to evaporation from the Canal. During the containment test, it was stated that the air lock doors hid besm entered a total of soma 94 times. This included an entrance and exit once an hour in order to 
take readings inside the building.  

The calculation for leak rate took inte a-2u mt •only the - l -"level due to pressure and the vapor in the building due to evaporation from 
the canal, but also changes in the barometric pressure. Zt was stated that 
the reference volume is on the non-leakiag side of the m eer, and s 
does not see the barometric changes which the leaking side of the manometer 
sees. The reference volime consisted of four 3/4" copper tubes 800 long.  They wers installed vertically through the vapor container and extended up to within about 10' of the crane structure, The engineer who did the calculations stated that if a correction was mot made for tbe canal water Level and canal evaporation, this correction would amount to about 5% of the leak rate.  

During the inspection tour of the facility, a number of areas had been noted where obvious leaks had been patched up. Schultz said that this 
patching had been done before the Containment test. He said the 7atching
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wto domes byý msams: of fiberglass tape saturated witU an 60zy bitaksus.  
resin. This resin did not harden. up like som plaMic. resin& but seemd 

slightly pliant. Schultz felt that this resin would not crack, but would 
give slightly with changing temperatures.  

F. o2aninStiea 

Dr. Schultz stated that as a result of criticism' of the organiza
tion setup at the WTI after the fuel element rupture, he has now aisigned 

one former Shift Supervisor, Mr. Gus Taylor, as a Staff Engineerg whose 
job it is to ensure that there is liaison between the Technical Support 
Group and the Operations Group. It is Mr. Taylorgs responsibility to 

translate into operational instructions the findings and decisions of

the Technical Support Group. As may be noted in one. of the appendices 

to this report, the special loading instruction was prepared by Freidhof 

and approved by Taylor & Hemerle, and the startup instructions for the 

initial critiCa lapproach were prepared by Mr..Taylor and approved by 
Dr. Pressesky.  

At the present time there is no special instrument group report

ing to the Technical Operations Manager. Instead, a number of. instrument 

technicians report to the Laboratory Services Group, and an instrument 

technician is then assigned to reactor instrumentation maintenance only 

on the day shift. When questioned about the need for more reactor 
instrumentation maintenance, Dr. Schultz stated to the inspector that in 

the future, an instrument technician would be asaigmed to each reactor 
operating shift.  

There is also a nw position on the staff of planing and 

coordinating managers. Mr. George Gaisler is in charge of this work.  

This relieves the Manager of the WTR from many of the day-to-day schedul

ing headaches and the problem of expediting jobs through the shops and 

customer contacts concerning such jobs.  

G. Reactor Startup 

The reactor was initially loaded with the control rods-and 32 

fuel elements, and then the vessel head with the rod drives was installed.  
Dr. Pressesky stated that, with the poison sections of the rods in the 

reactor and with 32 elements in the core, he had calculated that the 
reactor was some 25. subcriticalo The inspector noted during the tour 
that, as a fuel element was inserted into the reactor, an operator, 
stationed in the control room, observed whether there was any increase 
on the count rate meter.  

In the thimble #6, a BF-3 counter of the type which consists of 
4 chambers in parallel, each with an active length of approximately

(continued)
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* ý-Imsotedv and this Vis ýtied itte elaw pkenni Lustre
wntatiton of channel A. Before any rod withdrawal eomneed, cha•mel A 
count rate meter was observed to read approximtely 8 counts per second.  

A very complete plant checkout was done before the startup.  
Detailed procedures had been written and were used for this checkout.  

These plant checkout procedures included: (1) reactor coolant 
systems checkout, startup procedure #P 218; (2) the source range calibra
tion procedure for channels A and B, #P 214 Z; (3) the intermediate range 
calibration procedure for A and 3,-#P 214 C; (4) the power range calibrao 
tion procedure for A, B and C chamels, fP 214 D; (5) a plant preistartup 
-checkout procedure #P 101, which is the final check to be made-Iediately 
before startup and is done by a member of the control room staff; (6) a 
plant startup procedure, #P 103, used for starting up the r6actor and 

'• .raising its power level; (7) a loading schedule for this special run, 
Loading Schedule #7 A; and (8) a soiecial procedure, ISP 103, whi•c is a 
low-power criticality run for reactor operating training.  

Mr. Pressesky, who is the Chairman of the Safeguard C ttee, 
stated that all regular operating procedures, including all revisions, 
have now been reviewsd and approved by ths Safeguard Committee. In the 
future, all new procedures or revisions to sane will be reviewed and 
approved by the Safeguard Commlittee before they are put into operation.  
Special procedures will require the full Safeguard Comtte approval if 
Mr. P•'essesky believes it necessary. As noted before in this report, 
Mr. Pressesky said that he did call on Clark and Murrsy, the two outside 
consultants to the WTR Safeguard Cmittee, for their approval o•:the 
startup procedure for this special run because of the queation about 
source confidence.  

During the scram checkout, it was determined that some of the 
console lights which indicate that the rod and the magnet are in contact 
would not q-a. onn TbA magnet desiam had buten changed for 60 megawatt 
operation due to the need for a higher mtgnet current because of the 
higher pressure drop across the core. The method of indicating contact 
has also been changed. The new method consists of a transistor amplifier 
and flip flop circuit which sees the pulse when the magnet d•a armature 
first cene into contact, rasulting in the lighting of a mnon bulb on the 
console. During the checkout there was also difficulty in picking up the 
rods. It was first felt that possibly the rod& were stripping off because 
of the water flow. The primary coolant flow at that time was 14,000 gpm.  
It was felt that this flow resulted in the pressure forcing the spring in 
the shock absorber on the =agnet down and thus the mignet and the armature 
would not come into contact. The magnet currents had been checked out 
previously and the currents were set according to the fo=mr checkout at 
approximately 350 milliamps. However, it was subsequently found out that

ýtontinued)
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XI. Results of Visit (continued) -1ll 

the revouschekou lad -been" done wihavcr a ith,*VW1 such 
core the pressure drop across the reactor.was only 20 psi. With a 
regularly loaded core of 32 elements end the reansing sample baskets 
as in Appendix 1, the pressure drop across the core is some 37 psi and 
so more magnet current is necessary to pick up and hold the rods. This 
discrepancy was finally discovered, and it was then found necessary to 
use approximately 415 milliamps on the magnets.  

The difficulty with the magnet contact circuit could not be 
resolved, and it was decided to call in the technician who had done the 
installation and adjustment of the circuits. Normally, these instrument 
technicians only work days, and a man was called In specially on the mid
night shift to adjust these circuits. This difficulty resulted in a 
delay of .the- startup of approximately 12 hours. Dr. Schultz admitted 
later that the real difficulty came down to a lack of commacation be
tween the instrument people on the setting of the magnet currents 'and on 
.the adJuatwnt of the transistor and flip-flop circuits.

Schultz stated that they had determined in tests that a few 
hundred milliamps in magnet holding current resulted in a difference of 
approximately 50 msecs in magnet release time. During the difficulty in 
picking up the rods, an attempt was made to pick up the rods by lowering 
the flow. With a low flow, there would then be a low flow cutback and 
scram. These signals are gotten off of the recorder, and it wea necessary 
to jumper these circuits with alligator clip leads in order to try to pick 
up the rods. It was noted that the supervisor knew how to jump out the 
circuits.  

Schultz said that the basic purpose of this firat. run was to 
establish an intsrcalibratiom between the detector in thimble #6 and the 
6etectors on the normal plant instrumentation. Because of the source 
dtcay, it was not known whether there would be response of normal plant 
instrumentation. The reactor startup was finally started at approximately 
11:00 a.m. on Thuraday. Present in the control room were two Dra~trs 
and John Santavy, Shift Superviaor. Retiroved from the operating area, but 
within view of all i~ntvamnts were the inspector, Schultz, Preaeasky, 
Hemmrle, Taylor and Gaislar. Schultz and Geislsr plotted approach curves 
which were reviewed by all others present. It wts noted that all operations 
were done strictly according to the written published procedures. Channel A, 
that i.s the special detector in thimble #6, indicated multiplication right 
from the first row rod withdrawal. Appendix E gives the readings of the 
indications on Channel A and on Channal B (normal plant B73) Taersus the 
various rod positions. With &ll rods fully out, the reactor waa still not 
critical with this fuel leading. Dr. Schultz immediately dispatched 
Mr. Taylor to write a new loading procedure fnr the additiontl fuel necessary 
to go critical,
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-... b•ili" n U XEU - u' " to 
the inspector that the reactor *ent critical during the naxt run. The 
nazt run was mede with 39 fuel elements. The reactor was critical 
whea all rods were withdrawm to 55Z of full withdrawal. Schultz said 
that the normal plant instrumentation proceeded to give a reliable 
indication when the rods were 20% withdrawn. He also said that when 
the reactor was at 10 kilowatts the intermediate range Instrumentation 
gave an indication of about 10 counts per second. Schultz said their 
present plans are to make a series of low-level testing and training 
runs going to a naxiwau of 5 megawatts. He said that whenl. the thimble 
which contained the temporary B13 detector was pulled, another critical 
approach was made and the reactor then went critical at 55.1% withdrawal, 
indicating the thimble was worth .1%. Schultz said that formerly, with 
all fuel element locations loaded, an element in the furthermost outside 
ring was worth approximately one tenth of one per cent in k. Thus, with 
the reactor fully loaded with fuel and all of the rod poison sections 

-....- in the core, the re",,;or wo•1d still be subcritical by about 2% k.



RocDIJ!AI WQ1t~M F DISO~& OFWASTES U TDI1fIOWX 

Eacht tin o ustin whidh Isdsoe of by dilution 'ill ýbe dshre 
R 

'In. e ba -i. ospera. on wfhich' Isa follows: 

Fistprocelss t~he wastes trugh th it r peis_,aJ obtain au~les 
the inlet a"...outlet to the pres s""efe• disharging"the wastes:, 

te terw aer dischkarge ait a. predetermined: f low Record o d~ata 
sheet. Then semt the waste's discharge by ineasuring the tim ttkst 

fi-,a 5-gallon bucket.- This rate of, waste, discharge should'be pre,.  
-Kt -determined frm: calcul~ations. Samrples of the diluted wastes'are co~llected.

B, at the weir by -the automatic sazmpler. Btore discharging wastes., be 

sure that-the sample caitch tank at-the weIr 'is enpty. .After discharging.  

al the,'wastes from one tank, process a sample from the weir catch tank.  

Re~cordi the following data for each discharge-.  

.1. Tank No. before processing through. filter p'reass _________ 

Lacest available determination of vaste conce~ntration .-2/ 

,.Tank No. after. processing through filter pes h 

4. Reoults of sanle on inlet to press - Z, 

5.' Restiit of sample cn outlet to press X149/ 

6. Date of di~charýgQ/5 , ~~~3/ O ' 

7.Calculated dilution water flow_______________________ 

* 3~~~. -Calculated waste discharge fl~w____________________ 

Hcut of gasamples from tank ~iszcharge_ 9?.i X, 

10. ReaAjutsted waste discharge flow____________________ 

I I Volume: cf w~astes disch~arged Ao' .0 

-2. Ttman required to discharge contepts of tank 9 ~ 

I3 Calculated ccnc. after diluticn /' 

_14. Resu~lt of sample frcn weir samle catch tan / 0 t 

15-. * Total volume of wate -r d.4!charged 3. -



~~ 2.  

~~flUE~~~~A~~ z~ Mi~ A3h~ BY, DILUTION 

15" 6f W~ Ft,- s -Wh'' I - :is p..r'e J1 b : dluti'L d iii be d ýarge 

the wastes -..:agebymazr nd h ieI~tie c 
bucet.Thz rteof aser dirschg obtuai sbe pre 

-n he- ile &n.cailculations. i Sanipesoh d isluteg wAstes ware cles 

s :et the at -th 'erte' toitc6wpe. Belscharge.,tfinreeemndgfo.T~ r ;&'on,; dbe 
!hee..l t Th en w st ttes1Pl sasteh tn tteweri mt. Ate icagh -A, 

Cro o&~nk py by smpea.fring the wiei cateh ta.  
the a folowin dat fc~ scae dicare buk~ Iiin raeow~edi epe 

i.S 't.h oaniple *s n ni etý* tcn tzusk- at Uh werI/2py ferd'9: 

VA -1 -~ e~h- wastes r.ct- ,n cyisc, s si.. an'4 .f' le f rorL, th wer ct• t'4 n-•~'i 

ci-uithe follwn gra sazpe -z n (;ac k discharge: 

_,a e s t avalabe deter-inati________waste ___________________ 

T it: I No . after prcesigthtlong fite pCSo4 

es.~. '~of smpl ofie tatý dLch r ss C 

Resut ofSamle C11 utle topre!S67
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O~~~f.ý R DEVIS ION O.-SESE 
WFR-_RtCAIT FOR RtC0,P TH 

2.. ..... ginal; REV. NO .  gm: _•.:.:•..... - :: DATEDO.: 

. . To set a procedure for operation of thi Reac Reactor' eactor Operator Tra in'*ng 
.atM low power levels and .odifted loading. This will be called Run 7A.  

L:.!Tn� Reactor will be. loaded as per 1oadin• schedul 7A. This proides.for loaig 
3'-2 e)ejents .including nine control rod fuel followers Refer te. P-209 for 'Fuel 
:i~n,'!inp Procedure. No more than six elements may be handled loose in a group .  

t: tny one time; however if an approved moveable rack or the wooden storage rack 
-. 3 i1 used, ten elements may be handled; if they are inserted one at a time and kept 

.r4 the rack at'all times until removed one at a time for.insertion into the' .core.

S":" "o-re-' srt--u ;m'2o sure control room instrument-setpoints ' set a i Appendi re

N i:. Uerore criticality is obtained,. it will be necessary to determine.source confidence.  

,or this murpcse a BF3 chamber has been inserted into the core. through shroud tube; 
.. Thi-ble is removed). This chamber is connected to Channel A control room 

:ns trumrnntation.. Intercalibration of regular position Channel B detector with 
.,nc._al £ý';nnel A detector will intc'rt- source confidence. The following steps 

Start withdrawing rods us per normal start-up procedure (P-103); after 
.ach 10% increment, wait at least two minutes, then record Channel A 
and B readings. Perform this up to 50% rod position. " After. each 10% 
movement plot the inverse counting rate from the specia2!BF3 detector vs rc 

jo~ition.  
2....... rod position, move the bank in smaller increments, moving sh"am r: 

bar.k ana safety rod-bank alternately. Keep plotting the inverse c(unting 
rate and in no case exceed -the rod pcsition ror criticality as deterr ai d 
by t',is curve..  

3. Dill rods until the special BF3 detector reads up to 10,000 counts/sec.  

L. Note position of control rods when normal instruinent (Channel B) movej off 
the original start-up position.  

T Intercalibrate norw.9l Channel B - special Channel A vs control rod posit••r 

Ior three readings up to 10,000 counts/sec. on Special Chznnel A detector.  

if !f no reading is .abserved on the n)r.mal channel by the time the special 

,- etector Channel A reads 500W countt/sec., stop pulling rods and insert.  

all rods to lower limits, I. any changes are made a new procedure will be 

written to cover them.  

2AD BYRVE; 7- -t AP~ t.ec. D



;:'R::. AT O'.  

-i • '- -4 " " _ ___ __ ___ 

'•'I13TJ . TCW POWER CRITICALITY FOP. REACTOR PAGE OF 
LIU I~ i 

OPRTOWRA¶AININ4G. 
f U 7. ý3'~} 

.... "REVSON SP S .:_____ 

* br2',16 Original -RE N.  
OATED 

7. I. If intercalibrations ame.obtained proeed. -o step, .. ... .  

i: te" BF int rcalibratiofiS are mde, -iset. all rods to lo r lim it . e " 

1BF 'detector from ti lePOston#anrenec sru ntcba 
spec ial R*oe' 

r eg"ular - a channel A detector. Replace L.P:. Thimble No.6; connec hses and .  

Lhermo0ouples; establish flow. through t-he thimble and make sure L.P. Thimble : 

ienp Recorder irs.printing properly. .Check off Item VI of Loading :Schedule:7-Aý4 ` 

' As soon 'as Regular Ohannel A detector "is reconnected perform source range 

:-calibration proqedure.-214B-and BF calibration procedure P-214." 

v Pull rods to first intercalibration position where .Chaxn-nel B first began' to 

read.  

If no reading is seen, pull 'rods halfway tonext intercalibration point. If 

"no reading is seen teiminate this experiment and proceed as directed. A new 

procedure will be governing.  

-if a reading appears,-proceed to next intercalibrat~ion point and take reactor 

critical as per procedure P-103.. Do not-take power level above 10 KW until 

approval-is received from Supervisor, Loop Operations, that.the CVTR loop can 

•ake up to 5 MW operation. Shutdown reactor by cutback. No higher than 5 x 107' 

aWpN on intermediate range channels for 10 KW operation.  

.Continue low power startups (.10 KW) until Loop approval is received as per above.  

-Nen VJTR loop approval is received continue reactor startups up to 5 MW for Reactor 

Opc-aoTc Training. This will consist of a series of reactor startups'and shutdowns 

tor training reactor operators for AEC license examinations. These will be normal 

s*:.artups in accordance with Techzi±ical Operations Procedures Manual exeept as mbdlfiec 

*. re4n. An occasional startup will be made with a 15 second period. During these 

.,,is take the following extra date: (To determine any fission product. contamination, 

a. Take a P.C. water sample every 4 hours (ion exch. in aTd out).  

b. Read and record fission product monitor every 15 minutes until further 

A'PPNDIX A - Plant Standards for Run 7-P, 

""!er.L.a and Nuclear Parameters" 

_. Max[•nm deviation from the values listed in the table below or as obtained 

by i-rirpoiatiorn shall be as follows: 

a. Thermal Power; ± 2 V N. d 2T; ± a F 

t Ný,ciear Power; t 2 I,' e. P.C. Flow; ± t00 GPMv 
.. Inlet Temp.; ±-4*F 

7Ul . "APPROVED: R"B.R.ce, M.. ac i s•J.P:essesky, £- ef •.• d ... ... .  

-.. . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . '".:



:TECHNICAL OPERATION'Sýý
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4 �

.$ C; u* ?~WE Cf~T-CL-Y FO 1VATR OpEpAT PAGE3-O 
LkRAI NIN R6h. 7IA~l ATCR, 1 

1960~ Or .r'inaj I EV. Nwo.: 
EDAE __ _ _ _ _ -

2.The, P.C. Flow fwrst'be established. ifter ioa ding is comple to and mus t be
thtnecessaty t*o proauce a pressure drop of3PI cross tecore.. Ther 

P.C. flow cutback and scram poin ts. will be, set, at 85% an'd M5%respective1 
off that foiund to gi~ve a 3SSIG drop acroas'the core., or'not less than 
14j,000 GWV. .t -

'¶ WRMW 'ThMP 0F *0F G.P.M. CUTOUT 
2~nijAlarm Normal Cutback Scram Dtzma1 lo= u~tba Normal Cutback Scram MW 

10 10. e 6_ p(Sie paragraph.2  2 

V. Sztandard Operating Parameters 

'T1hc 1ollowing table listm the operating parameters tha t shall be mainta~ined c'-l I 
operatc l h eco and/or its 253ociated system.  

p~ ~.~j NRMAL TOLERANCE ALARM CUTBACK SCRAM 
--_____________ VALUE POINT POINT PC INT 

P~trFeriod JL6sc None I 3 ec.  

C-unntý,t Power Inot less =than ______ (below 

~.Cn han n cr~ Pow4er ±30 sc` +5nc W 

.. : mrt~r- 2.,zF ~ r Nont None None 

L..hl~~eTn~aur 14 0"F +20"F Este 1750OF None 

NO TE: 11L.P.Thimble Inst. Failure" Alarm will sound if po-i 
to the L.P. Thi~mbrle recorder fails or if a L.?.Thirn 

_________________T/C'burns out.  

zzl!-e Tank :Le-ei 55% +10% 75% Hi I None None 

_______________ 135%_Lo 
--. NOTE- P.C.Punxps Lstop when surge tank reachies 3OA.  

ýeid -lank Le~:e1 89% j+2% 93% Hi .. NoneNo: 
1 85% Lo I I 

NOTE: P.C. Pumps stop when head tank reaches 95%.

r<FED'8Y 'T7*~* T (TOE .APPROVFED: 7ztr

Tý 

k
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4.''OT Z4 -. JZ 

."~~~-.~ r..,, .-- N. ' xiJW~ATn.r'.r~k w .

Ci~ITI~i FOR.'0 FFAIO ;.cR OPFFiAI'IOf

1 T 

7Y [I A L 
- . ~ . ~ JJ2 0 

.~1-0 x aPnI Mo

7Lýi1," U0.')Lint Flow I ee nolte j sfe

ERSEDE k!o.  
REV. NO.:' 
.DATED:~ 

IT.
OTJFRANCT ALAM_ CUTRACK 

GPM Hon

~00 GI'M 

10 GPM 

.5111,0 

noT-C

780GM ln 

None N ione I

.25 IV 'O 
2

None,

Norý*_7''

~25 ~1H 0

10.00) GPMI Nobne .1 11on c

L4(M: Flow will be adj'A~sted -to keel) P.C. tempe-ratures

C,.~ Co L; n t

6O0P7I G

* 2 cwe Th--ze

*±iPC'!

- l5% 110% I 50%
I95P71c; j -C:-.

*'-.rror

M0P.7"I -4None.  

Nlof.e Non e

IAl arm .,q sour~de,! if' v~iir)_t~o inp~e arZccbinJzb 
come t~rýater thien; 6 M1V.

Alurm is -.ctuidt (-A rcxI drive speed regulator ticcr JO 

1f or 30 seco'CC l. _____ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _

C,

A P FF0V F D: --

7

� � 
-- .-- �---- 

- I'

N one INone 

None-

Mo! I-

&1

T

',4
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LOAfING sCHELUI� F�A �tJN N&. YA�"� .-.  

........... V.-

MAL~.~ WP

DATM J REVISION! InO SUPER.SeDES &RP Noel
U 4 (tbe

1.PRELIMINR LOAIDING

En3ure that-the lollowing Cotro Rosad orces' are .loaded a'S. indictd 
to oding Procedure fo~ Ru-o.7Itei dated -8-S6)

(Re1�e�

ITM ITEM POSITION1 04G-I CHECTIIi 

L. ~PoBe.,SbBe Source 3 -S-i ________ ___ 

t2. Sb-Be. Source 1-3 

_____ Sb-T.e Source S-5____ 

r . Control Rod CR-i C-45 L7

_________CR-2 'C-119 1

* IF GR-3 C-65 L7-7____ 

9.t CR-6 B-28 t 3-3_____ _____ ____ 

10. ~~CR-7 f-115 L3--6 _______ 

It CR4M-8 D-28 L6-9_____ ___ _______ 

II ft ~CR-9.C-58 179--6 ___

�I�J* I F-� 

--'-<K'.
that the following b'ottom~ entry core positions Lrcd in

CPER -

V - F V �

4. 1
L.1 . TIhim.ble

tII I

ITEM 
19o.
I

PC S IT ILI

ai -& -6

CHECKED4

I 4 4 4 t

c W - o I M -

PREPARED BY: ~ vrc APPOOVEOLOi

WT 11-

t A.

I

4

tlie speci-fie:e condit`-o,

TIN11-7 IALIS



I

~'DATEvr StEVISIO Na UESDES, t. K : 
ý.24 19 0 IDATE Q I

'Ab _________________

PREPARED BY: APPROVED: ~ 1 R*frRi

"W..

CPR-ITEM .. ¶11 POSITION WCf INITrIAS 

_______L.P. Thimble.___ S2-~ ____ 

* II 7 T7- 8 

17. B F Cunter T6 -1.'8 

______L.P. Th~mble Pltig T2-10-4. ___ 

ft 1~~~3-8-2 ____ ____ 

______ Fu e 1b Adaptor T2-10-4 ____ ___ 

it Ut. T - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

rt- z 1a t the following experiments and aissociated fuel -elements. arp j 2ode 
L. catec3. (Refer to LoadinC.Procedure for Run No. 7 -Interim, ltatcA. 8-25-60).  

F R-IT131 ITF'v POSITICN . CIECKED INITIAL5 
%N NO. DATFE TIME f-L Fu e Elem~ent C_1ý L5-7 ____ 

I-._- B'MI-SS Capsule- 2,L-.9 . L5-7-. ________ ____ 

* Inst. Fuel Ele. C - 2L L5-6 I .  

* Co)-AL F-lux Wire. S

____C',7H Fi-u~x"'Wrc 1 E9-c 

_______ _ __ __ _ __ __ __ _ __ __ _ 2 E8-7_ _ ___



N.  

* 7 
'p

WTR 
-MP RA-T21

PREPARED
.........................�t�L: LirO?

APPROED~r'-r ice 
T C A S : cL S Asitzrc

WI I� IUI¶M

toio.
7A

a

BY

SUBDJECT; .... . Oi.mguuOq...S.....  I'LOALflJG 6CW&;fl-P'; -Ft.lt hUýN IV~- 7A .  

DATE# I REViSION, ft., SUPERL C Ig. Nat.  

C.c o b er 2b.j, 1960 J *DTD 
.OFER- ITEM .* IT111 ?OfIO CIEECRFD iINTIALS 

AI OF NO;.* DATE. TIME 

31. CVTR Ylux Wire E6-9 ___ _______ 

12. '5 E-510 

3I- I,* - 7-- E3-11_ _ _ _ 

ii ii 8. J E2-12

II. EXPERIENT MOVE11hTS 

Lxpf'ri-mcnt Removals: 

h foillosing expiriments wift b rem~oved from~ the rceactor-.aiid if radiý;tion and~ 
ct itinlevt-1s pe-rmit, '-thcy will be bap ud and stored in the truck lock 

3s-u-tcit cabinet. If the levcis ý,re too hi -11 the e:ýrerimr.*ts will~ be *st~orcd in t~he 

I' III:! PRESENT NEW LAME TUST INITIALS 
Ncr.IO. LQCATION LOCATION ICOi1P COMP, 

CO-Al Flux ',-.'ire 1 ___ 

27.~~ ~~ '7,~S-i _______. __ 

ii rr 3 S-6 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

3____ - CVTR-Flux Wire 1 E9-5.____ 

-. it . ., ~2' E8-7_____ 

ii Uk E6-9___ 

ii ~~E-l



_14"m.

WTR 
T-EC"N "14 OPERATIONS

SUBJECTI LCZ~GS~~.~L.FRR~.N.7 PAGE :2~ 

DAMO PV -NO.M SUOLUR5EOES. PS. WQ:_______

ci,,:,--ITEM ITEM PRESENT NEW. AE T INITIAL 

N1,CM WV. LCATION LOCATION CORP. COMP.  

CTR Flux Wir e 6 E-1 

___ ___ ___ ___ __ 7. E3-11 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

7' :'irl~ nsertions: 

:7!" no rýxperixnent ins, .rtions ~Jlanned for this run..  

III. FUEL MOVE-1Z NTS 

n lIfl fucL vie,'Aent axd )asket ra,,vcM.rjts will be "~u& for flu.. #7A. 0 1 y 
'itsWhich-have pcissed finna.J-'R inspectioii ancila4-vo been clceimd ,':i-l b,: 

c -rite the cor;!. It will bc noted in the follpi~ing schzduiie that some tierient 
:ýc their prc-,ýnt lca~tions~ ho-ve o rmitt~ec fro~f. th e a che'duilt.. -his in,

"~.iil Li- filled in ýýs element§ bre obtaine~d ancý WiI re tzrinsil- itted to 
........... _,Up'port at the completion of tllic loading.  

- UVba Lskets whici, are loibded into "uel elements; with the excczption of 
t.>~~~~~~ D:Ieprini_ m&b~mntCd fueL e.-ient, wil:l. e st'nad"' ~kt 

coare left e'npFty and installed without orifices Or lbo~nin assemblies.  
i/' a:icEzkets that are located in-y fte olwig ore 

t -,-:rc. Indicate 'with a. chec-ci mark (výfý'e cort positions tha4 containe-d sa;,aple

:;_iaplit baskets ni~y be stored on the reactor top if a~~*in. ari cr-.  
4L.ýt'3tn 1cvels permit. 1I' iev(. is L~re too, hiýýft tht. baskets shoul6 U-i 

i- n the cE-npl until ,such time zs ec'contarnin *tio- Qf ',tket5 can t 
'2dout. Irdct~final positicn of tc~skets, ic-., c anal or icE~cto. op

* NO.?A

'V 

A�'..' �*

�- i.

-----------------------
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* ~~1 (;'1' " mYT U RkA'E NEY BASP.1 I 

____ _ __ ___ _ __ ___ ____ ___ L6-6 

I.- _____ _________ L7-- __ _ __ _ 

L 7-5i 

3 _______ ________ L8-j _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

___ ________________ L8- ______ _________

Go;:.r t~ ;-Ic -d - ll-: Late ' ij�E

ru U.( iS A . 'I ,itCn Xfut 

I co .4- .I 1 r~. UI &m Li r. L1 LU.-.t d X

147 n L-)-

... �.'. I La&,'r. TI C"
-1:2 * *- .

L 0!'.?
DA�F 
cc:':

- + - 1

I I -: .T .St.zr�g�:
ILa,-7

Li -7

TIIKý.  
C01- 4

2i - . ___._-

K � V�v: . APPROVED o i1.ictZ 
al T_:

r �1.

A-

SI'

_N rr1 1s

W-A- For

NO...L <

I

(111W,! bCFý'tLL FMi RUN N0. - 7A 

DAME pqEvISbON NO. "SUPERSEDES SP. Nox' 
RIEV. t.  

DATEOI

.- , : ..i I Ir
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I~~~~ I, u-,

____V P asket 10 T_.L.Storagb LL-3 * 

Elenent F. 57 

~ P k~ 11 T.L.Storare L5-4 ____ 

____ Elemnrt ___L__c FS 34. L5-3 ____ ____ 

_____Basket 1. ? .trage L9-3____ 

7,"! 7teilt L~3 

4 V ke~ ~ -~jT.L Storage L6-L ____ 

-, L mnt F~S L7-3_ _ _ _ 

J~ ~..LStcrage L7-3 ________ 

FSF

Elemen FS
*�5����y��

'-,REPARED iy ;*'E . FTIMELHCF APPROVED!Oýf ~ 
Tfchriicsl Assistance:-

win r

J 0 WT~ NO.?.  

SUBJECT;. LOADING SCItMEME FOR RUN NO. 7A 

DAM Te pVslop. "M SUPERSEDES A N& % .  

2L, 960.;. ( E 
- *DATED 

Fu1e.L MNovements. in Unirestricted Areas: 

ITMITEM. ?ESEN .* D&TE TIME. Iq.LLL 
*NO,. LOATION LOCATION CCRPO COMP.  

Fuel~ Element C-43 FS 53_16-7 

K V Basket .3 T.L.Storage L6-7____ 

'1V i~Elemnent ýC-23 FS 51. L7-6
V B :§ket- JL.TL. Stcraw L7-6 ___ 

V 'sBt5 . -Soig L7-5 
Fuel ______F_5 I6

V Basket 6. T.L.Storage 16-5:____ 

Fuel Element. C-71 F S 53 -5_ 

VBasket . ..- 7 T.'L.Storage L5-5 

* ... x1 Elemcnt l3 F 1 L4-6'~____ 

______ V Basket 8 T.L.Storag6 LL-6 ____ 

* ~~Fdcl Element D-30 FS 30 _________ 

-- .V Basket 9 T.L.-Storage 4I ~2

I - IV_ . . -

No, 0.

Y

T I.-I

L8 -5
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.'A \.

- 4A.
.1

'~ r~qjTECHW .OPgRATIOHS . .7k: 

SUBJEcr 1  LCy~f1NrG Sc~EiUCLE FORt ITU NO.e 7A AL7 or.  

-DATE' REVISION NO, SUPERSEDES UP. NOC j i.. r 24, 1960 R LA No.:

.DATEDI

ITEM ITEM PRESENT nEW DATE TIM~ 'INIMTAS 
ATC ___________ NO. LOCATION LOCATION.' COMP. 'COMP.  

V DlpIslt, 17 T.L.Storiage L8-ý5 ______ 

F~- LientFS L8-6 
V Basket ) T.L.Storag. L8-6 

F~lel Element FS L8- 7 
____ V Bas !ket, 19 T.L.Stor~age L6'-7.  

0'. Fucl Element FS L
VBasket: 20 T,L.Storage 1-8 

- lel Eleren FS L6-8 
V Baske t 21 T,-L.Storac.

M, 

N",

IV BASKETI AND. PLUG. MOMMESENt~ 

'a 17 ý;t~incard c'orr pluh;s in 0t)~ following core posit~oris.  
L e~cb ositi~nt~t is lij~ I ndicate witlh ch!ck

O--':.r~No. 92 

CORE PLU GGED , cF LPE COR 0 Y *PLUGCE 
* PCE I0_N ______ PCSITCN. POSITON _____ 

TL5-,10 L11-I 
L6-1. ~~111-2 _____ 

__ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ L6-l1 . l r 

LC-:iL7-10 L 12-1 

L10-1TI2

L10-7.

Co~~et~cby:____ _____ Da te T_____ 1Timt

PREPARED .81Y:
E.- 7-tC]LYC

t. I
APPROVED: Be. Race~j./ ¼ 
lechn4c Cý!c2stance: -
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